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 INTRODUCTION

CONTACT US...

Tel: 0031 4554 70880
Email: sales@korda-eu.com

PLACING AN ORDER
This couldn’t be easier. Just fill in a pricelist/order form and send it to sales@korda-eu.com. You can also place orders by using 
Korda Business or by simply picking up the phone and call our office. 

Tel: 0031 4554 70880
Email: sales@korda-eu.com
Fax: 0031 4554 70889

DELIVERY
We will endeavor to dispatch your order within 72 hours, subject to your account being up to date. Credit control is very strict 
on late payments and this will delay your order being dispatched, so please make sure all invoices are paid on time. All orders 
are dispatched via DHL, should you wish to track an order please call our office and they will be more than happy to help you. 

Tel: 0031 4554 70880
Email: sales@korda-eu.com

CARRIAGE PAID ORDERS
All orders placed over the value of £300 excluding VAT will be dispatched free of charge. Any orders below this value 
will incur a carriage fee (charges may vary). Carriage-paid orders may include a mixture of Korda and Guru items. 

POINT OF SALE
Product racking and other POS material is available. Please speak to your account manager or the Korda sales team. 

TRADE PACKS
Please be aware that the most of our products are packed in trade packs. The number of products in these trade packs can vary and some are even 
packed as single items. In our pricelists you can see exactly how many units there are in one trade pack for each individual product.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
If you or any of your customers should have any product-related enquiries please do not hesitate to contact our office. Our team will be more than 
happy to help you.

Tel: 0031 4554 70880
Email: sales@korda-eu.com

 WELCOME
What an exciting time we are at! The Tackle Guru team continues to grow, along with the product range, led by our Brand Manager Adam Rooney! With Pemb Wrighting 
as our Product Developer, and Robert Taylor as our Graphic Designer, the whole team at Guru is made up of super keen and experienced anglers! To help get tackle 
into the hands of the more anglers, we’ve expanded our marketing and media department too, with the introduction of England International angler, Matt Godfrey, as our 
coordinator and a Guru angling consultant. While we aim to promote our products to drive people into your stores, we’re constantly striving to inspire anglers with our 
media and help them learn, to motivate more anglers to get out there participating in our sport!
 
We’ve built an incredible stable of expert Guru’s across Europe, which continues to expand! Our team consists of several great international match anglers like former 
world champion Sjors Milder, French match angling expert Vincent Hurtes and Ramon Ansing who has won dozens of big matches and who is also a member of the Dutch 
national fishing team that performs on the highest level around the world. Furthermore, our team is strengthened by some of Europe’s finest commercial match anglers, 
who are all of the greatest importance to the European Tackle Guru Team.
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MWG - 10 per pack

A super-strong, eyed hook for feeder, waggler and 
pole fishing. The oversized eye makes it easy to use 
with thicker lines when targeting bigger-than-average 
carp. 
Ideal for all types of baits including maggots, meat, 
pellets, boilies and sweetcorn.

SUPER MWG - 10 per pack

A premium version of the already proven MWG 
hook. The Super MWG pattern comes with a durable 
PTFE coating, this takes the hook to a whole new 
level of sharpness and strength. This super strong, 
eyed hook is designed for feeder, waggler and pole 
fishing. The over sized eye makes for easy use with 
thicker lines associated with targeting bigger than 
average specimens. ideal for all types of bait including 
maggots, pellets, meat, boilies and sweetcorn.

MWGB - 10 per pack

The micro barbed version of the MWG has quickly 
become a firm favourite with specimen and pleasure 
anglers, as well as anglers on the European match 
circuit. It has also been adopted by some of the UK’s 
best specimen hunters, targeting tench and most 
notably, big barbel. The strongly forged wire and eye-
wateringly sharp Wasabi point combine to produce 
a hook that can be relied on to land that coveted 
specimen.

QM1 - 10 per pack

Designed for hair rigging baits on self-hooking setups, this revolutionary hook will dramatically reduce 
fish loss. The short, swept shank and super-sharp, offset, beaked point offer unrivalled penetration and 
perfect hook holds.

The PTFE coating prolongs durability, while the large eye allows use with the thicker lines that are 
associated with modern fishing styles. A range of sizes from 18 up to 10, means there is a QM1 to suit 
all situations, hook baits and fish.

CODE DESCRIPTION

GQ10 Size 10
GQ12 Size 12

GQ14 Size 14

GQ16 Size 16

GQ18 Size 18

CODE DESCRIPTION

GMW10 Size 10

GMW12 Size 12

GMW14 Size 14

CODE DES

GMW16 Size 16

GMW18 Size 18

GMW20 Size 20

CODE DESCRIPTION

GSMW10 Size 10

GSMW12 Size 12

GSMW14 Size 14

CODE DES

GSMW16 Size 16

GSMW18 Size 18

GSMW20 Size 20

CODE DESCRIPTION

GMWB10 Size 10

GMWB12 Size 12

GMWB14 Size 14

CODE DES

GMWB16 Size 16

GMWB18 Size 18

GMWB20 Size 20

 HOOKS

1,89 € 1,89 € 1,89 €
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CODE DESCRIPTION

GLWGS12 Size 12

GLWGS14 Size 14

GLWGS16 Size 16

GLWGS18 Size 18

GLWGS20 Size 20

CODE DESCRIPTION

GLWG12 Size 12

GLWG14 Size 14

GLWG16 Size 16

GLWG18 Size 18

GLWG20 Size 20

LWGS - 10 per pack

This is the spade-end version of the LWG. It shares 
the versatility of the eyed version and is perfect for 
pole, feeder or waggler fishing with a range of baits 
that includes meat, maggots, pellets and corn. It also 
features the unique Wasabi point and high-strength 
shape that makes for excellent hooking potential.

XTRA STRONG CARP 
SPADE - 10 per pack

The X-Strong Spade pattern has been designed for 
hit-and-hold margin fishing on the pole. The extra 
wide gape and long, durable point result in great hook 
holds, allowing you to bully large carp, tench or barbel 
from snags or reeds. The design of the hook makes 
it perfect for use with large baits like meat and paste. 
The spade makes it ideal for most conventional pole 
rigs and ensures that the line exits the hook shank 
perfectly in line for excellent hooking potential. 

PELLET WAGGLER
 - 10 per pack

The Pellet Waggler hook has been designed with 
float hair rigging in mind. As the name suggests, it’s 
particularly suited for use with the pellet waggler, 
which is so effective on commercial carp waters. 
The hooks feature an out-turned eye, which ensures 
that the line exits the eye in a straight line, making for 
better presentation and greater hooking potential. 
An extra-long, durable point and wide gape practically 
guarantees extremely secure hook holds, which will 
result in more fish in the net.

LWG - 10 per pack

The LWG is a strong, all-round hook that’s perfect for 
feeder or float fishing, especially when tied on knotless-
knot style. It features a specially contoured Wasabi 
point that is both durable and extremely sharp. The 
carefully considered shape makes the LWG perfect 
for use with a range of baits, such as pellets, meat, 
corn or maggots.

CODE DESCRIPTION

GXS10 Size 10

GXS12 Size 12

GXS14 Size 14

CODE DES

GXS16 Size 16

GXS18 Size 18

GXS20 Size 20

CODE DESCRIPTION

GPW10 Size 10

GPW12 Size 12

GPW14 Size 14

CODE DES

GPW16 Size 16

GPW18 Size 18

GPW20 Size 20

H
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CODE     DESCRIPTION

GSLW12     Size 12

GSLW14     Size 14

GSLW16     Size 16

GSLW18     Size 18

GSLW20     Size 20

CODE     DESCRIPTION

GSLWS12     Size 12

GSLWS14     Size 14

GSLWS16     Size 16

GSLWS18     Size 18

GSLWS20     Size 20

SUPER LWG - 10 per pack

A premium version of the proven LWG hook. The 
Super LWG pattern comes with a durable PTFE 
coating, which takes the hook to a whole new level 
of sharpness and strength. A strong all-round hook 
that is ideal for pole, float and feeder fishing. Super 
sharp ‘Wasabi’ point is uniquely shaped for maximum 
durability and perfect hook holds.

SUPER LWGS - 10 per pack

A premium version of the proven LWG hook. The 
Super LWG pattern comes with a durable PTFE 
coating, which takes the hook to a whole new level 
of sharpness and strength. A strong all-round hook 
that is ideal for pole, float and feeder fishing. Super 
sharp ‘Wasabi’ point is uniquely shaped for maximum 
durability and perfect hook holds.

1,89 € 1,89 € 1,99 €
2,99 € 2,99 €1,99 €
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F1 PELLET - 10 per pack

The F1 Pellet hook has been designed for targeting 
the F1 carp, a fish found in many commercial 
fisheries. They’re strong, yet relatively fine in the wire, 
which makes them able to land even quite large carp 
on the pole. They feature a beaked point for extra-
secure hook holds and an oversized spade, which 
allows them to be used with thicker line, for robust 
bagging situations.

CODE DESCRIPTION

GF1P14 Size 14

GF1P16 Size 16

GF1P18 Size 18

GF1P20 Size 20

GF1P22 Size 22

 

CODE DESCRIPTION

GK10 Size 10

GK12 Size 12

GK14 Size 14

GK16 Size 16

GK18 Size 18

GK20 Size 20

CODE DESCRIPTION

GPH14 Size 14

GPH16 Size 16

GPH18 Size 18

GPH20 Size 20

GPH22 Size 22

CODE DESCRIPTION

QD1 Conti Disgorger

QD2 QM1 Disgorger

KAIZEN - 10 per pack

This unique pattern has an offset point and huge gape, 
which combine to help you hit more bites and loose 
less fish. It’s made from fine, super-strong wire and 
has an oversized spade, which allows you to target 
bigger fish! 

POLE SPECIAL - 10 per pack

The Pole Special is designed to suit many natural 
water fishing situations. The fine but super strong wire 
provides the perfect balance of finesse and strength. 
Suitable for maggots, casters, pinkies, bloodworm and 
worms.

DISGORGERS - 1 per pack

The QM1 is the shorter disgorger, and it has been 
designed for all-round work, with hook patterns like the 
effective QM1 in mind. The Conti is a longer disgorger, 
that has been designed for use when feeder fishing 
with longer hook links, where deeper hook holds might 
be encountered, especially with bream. Both patterns 
feature a specially designed head is rounded to 
minimise damage and allows you to pop the hook out 
easily and safely. Both are made from robust plastic, 
with a super-strong cross-shaped cross section.

 HOOKS

LWGF - 10 per pack

With the resurgence in popularity of angling on 
natural waters, Guru have been working to develop 
the perfect hook for more demanding situations 
where presentation is still key. The end result is the 
LWGF hook the Light Wide Gape Feeder. Developed 
for tackling big lakes, reservoirs, rivers and canals in 
the UK and Europe, it’s the perfect pattern for bream, 
skimmers, hybrids, chub, perch, tench, smaller carp 
and similar species. It’s also a versatile performer and 
can be used on a feeder or bomb rig, or on the pole. 
Available in sizes 10-20 in barbed format only.

F1 MAGGOT - 10 per pack

This is the new Guru F1 Maggot Hook, and is the 
perfect shape for smaller baits such as maggots, 
casters, pinkies, or similar. It has a thin wire so as not 
to damage the bait, and a super fine, straight point, 
with the narrow gape meaning the bait sits neatly on 
the bend.
Like the F1 Pellet Hook, it is PTFE coated, barbless 
and has a neat spade end, with a range of sizes 
from 14 to 22 covering everything from fishing on 
commercials for F1s right down to snatching bits on 
a canal in winter.

CODE DESCRIPTION

GLWGF10 Size 10

GLWGF12 Size 12

GLWGF14 Size 14

CODE DES

GLWGF16 Size 16

GLWGF18 Size 18

GLWGF20 Size 20

CODE DESCRIPTION

GF1M14 Size 14

GF1M16 Size 16

GF1M18 Size 18

 

CODE DES

GF1M20 Size 20

GF1M22 Size 22

2,89 € 2,89 € 2,89 €
1,99 € 1,99 € 3,59 €
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X-SAFE METHOD FEEDERS  
- 1 per pack

A revolutionary advancement in design has brought 
Guru Method Feeders to the forefront of the market. 
The unique X-Safe System does away with fixed 
tether-style elasticated setups to offer all the benefits 
of elastic in a system as safe as a free-sliding inline. 
The central platform provides optimum positioning of 
the hook bait.

HYBRID FEEDER - 1 per pack

The unique design features a contoured, raised lip 
that keeps the bait parcel enclosed, offering the 
benefits of both a method and pellet feeder style with 
great casting properties. Plenty of holes in the frame 
of the feeder ensure that the bait that you pack onto 
it can be sucked off the feeder almost as soon as the 
feeder hits the deck.

IN-LINE METHOD 
FEEDERS - 1 per pack      

Guru’s In-Line Feeder system gives you all the benefits 
of this revolutionary feeder design, without the elastic. 
Tapered in shape with weight-forward loading, the In-
Line Method Feeders fly long and true. Subtly coloured 
frames and tubes ensure maximum camouflage on 
the lake bed. 

GRIPPER FEEDERS - 1 per pack      

With their interchangeable tube system, Guru 
Gripper Feeders give the angler the choice to fish 
either inline or with a swivel attachment. They have a 
unique anti-roll, low-profile design that helps combat 
fast-flowing rivers and a durable over-mesh to cope 
with all conditions. The weight-forward design aids 
casting accuracy and the increased lead surface area 
improves stability on the lake or riverbed.

X-SAFE & INLINE PELLET 
FEEDERS 
- 1 per pack

Designed for use with softened pellets up to 4mm, the 
Guru Pellet Feeders bring this super-effective tactic 
within easy reach of every angler. The unique X-Safe 
System does away with fixed elasticated set-ups to 
offer all the benefits of elastic in a system as safe as a 
free sliding inline.

COMMERCIAL CAGE 
FEEDERS - 1 per pack

Commercial Cage Feeders are the latest addition to 
the growing range. They’re versatile and will appeal 
to both commercial match anglers and specimen 
hunters. The most important aspect is the weight-
forward design, which makes for accurate, long 
casting followed closely by the enlarged holes in the 
frame that allow for quick bait discharge. 

CODE DESCRIPTION

GSMX 24g

GLMX 28g

GSMX36 36g

GLMX45 45g

CODE DESCRIPTION

GSPX 24g X-Safe

GLPX 28g X-Safe

GSPI  24g Inline

GLPI 28g Inline

CODE DESCRIPTION

GCCT 25g Mini

GCCS 25g Small

GCCM 30g Medium

GCCL 30g Large

CODE DESCRIPTION

GSMI         24g

GLMI         28g

GSMI36     36g

GLMI45     45g

CODE DES

GMI20 20g

GMI30 30g

CODE DESCRIPTION

GGFL1 1oz Large

GGFL2 2oz Large

GGFL3 3oz Large

GGFL4 4oz Large

CODE DES

GGFM1 1oz Med

GGFM2 2oz Med 

GGFM3 3oz Med

GGFM4 4oz Med

CODE DESCRIPTION

GHF18I 18g Mini

GHFMI 24g Mini

GHF24I 24g Small

GHF36I 36g Small

GHF28I 28g Large

CODE DES

GHF45I 45g Large

GHF32I 32g Med

GHF42I 42g Med

GHF55I 55g Large
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S3,39 € 3,39 € 3,69 €

3,69 € 3,29 € 3,49 €
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CODE DESCRIPTION

GXQM Mini White

GXQWS Short White

GXQBS Short Black

GXQWL Long White

GXQBL Long Black

X-SAFE SPEED STEMS - 2 per pack 

The stems fit Guru all Guru feeders and the inline lead range, easily slotting into 
the existing holes to make an instant quick change, elasticated feeder or lead 
set-up. Just tie a small loop onto the main line, secure it to the stem via the 
streamlined crook and small tail rubber, and its ready to go. 

CODE DESCRIPTION

GMPI 24g Mini

GPF30 30g Small

GPF35 35g Medium

GPF40 40g Large

HYBRID PELLET FEEDER - 1 per pack

The all-new Hybrid Pellet Feeder offers a compact design yet has substantial 
weight, which makes it perfect for feeding small amounts of bait at different 
ranges. The new wider, open front makes loading and bait release super-efficient. 
The feeder is also compatible with the X-Safe system, and is finished in hard-
wearing camo paint for perfect disguise on the lake bed.

 FEEDERS

X-CHANGE FEEDERS - 2 per pack

The X-Change Feeders have revolutionised an anglers ability to change the weight on a feeder. 
The interchangeable weight system allows you to change the weight of the feeder instantly, 
together with the weight forward design to maximize casting distance. Available in Small, Medium 
and Large, in cage or solid body design the smooth internal profile allows bait to release efficiently 
and the line attachment avoids tangles and damage to main line. All weights are compatible with 
the full range of X-Change Distance Feeders.

CODE      DESCRIPTION

GAD07     Small 20g + 30g Open End

GAD08     Small 40g + 50g Open End

GAD09     Medium 20g + 30g Open End

GAD10     Medium 40g + 50g Open End

GAD11     Large 20g + 30g Open End

GAD12     Large 40g + 50g Open End

CODE      DESCRIPTION

GAD13     Light Weight Pack 2x20g 2x30g

GAD14     Heavy Weight Pack 2x40g 2x50g

CODE      DESCRIPTION

GAD01     Small 20g + 30g Cage

GAD02     Small 40g + 50g Cage

GAD03     Medium 20g + 30g Cage

GAD04     Medium 40g + 50g Cage

GAD05     Large 20g + 30g Cage

GAD06     Large 40g + 50g Cage

CODE      DESCRIPTION

GAD15     Bait Up Feeders 20g + 30g

4,79 € 3,69 €
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X-PRESS METHOD MOULD  
- 1 per pack

In order to make the best, most consistent method 
balls that fly further and truer; the feeder has to be 
loaded perfectly. Method moulds offer the best way of 
achieving this. 

CODE DESCRIPTION

GMMM Mini

GMMS Small

GMML Large

CODE DESCRIPTION

GTX X-Safe Tail Rubbers

GTI In Line Tail Rubbers

X-SAFE ELASTICS 
- 2 per pack

A unique, fully interchangeable tube system allows 
you to swap between In-Line and X-Safe (elasticated) 
large and small feeders. Guru’s unique X-Safe System 
does away with fixed tether-style elasticated set-ups to 
offer all the benefits of elastic in a system as safe as a 
free-sliding inline.

SPARE TAIL RUBBERS
 - 2 per pack

Guru Tail Rubbers give a streamlined finish to the end 
of the tube and also help to prevent the main line from 
tangling around it.

CODE DESCRIPTION

GSES X-Safe Elastic Short 

GSEL X-Safe Elastic Long

X-SAFE IN LINE
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SQUARE LEADS - 3 per pack

Guru Square Leads are designed for fishing in swims 
where you’re faced with sloping lake beds. The flat 
sides prevent the lead from rolling. Guru Square 
Leads are made up from a super-dense material 
offering more efficient hooking, casting and accuracy.

IMPACT BOMB - 2 per pack

The Impact Bomb is a flat pear shaped lead with a 
hole in the middle of it and a mesh which bait can be 
pushed into, so that it will stay in during the cast, with 
the majority of it ending up close to your hookbait.METHOD FEEDER CLIP

 - 2 per pack

The Method Feeder Clip simply clips onto the hookbait 
plate of any of the Method feeders in the Guru range. 
The small clip fits on the mini and small method 
feeders and the large clip fits onto the large method 
feeders.  

IN-LINE X-SAFE 
LEADS - 2 per pack      

 
Guru In-Line X-Safe Leads are the ultimate safe 
bagging system. They are compatable with X-Safe 
Stems, which allows the angler to make a speedy 
switch from In-Line to X-Safe systems. They also allow 
you to switch from method feeder or pellet feeder to 
X-Safe leads instantly. 

PEAR LEADS - 3 per pack

The Pear Leads have a slightly sleeker profile than the 
Square Leads. They also have the ability to hold on 
marginal or island slopes and they are well suited for 
use on rivers.

CODE DESCRIPTION

GL13 1/3oz Square Lead

GL23 2/3oz Square Lead

GL1 1oz Square Lead

CODE DESCRIPTION

GMB23 2/3oz Impact Bomb

GMB11 1.1oz Impact Bomb

GMB15 1.5oz Impact Bomb

GMB2 2oz Impact Bomb

CODE DESCRIPTION

GMCS Method Feeder Clip Small
GMCL Method Feeder Clip Large

CODE DESCRIPTION

GP13 1/3oz Pear Lead

GP23 2/3oz Pear Lead

GP1 1oz Pear Lead

CODE DESCRIPTION

GIL13 1/3oz Inline X-Safe Lead

GIL23 2/3oz Inline X-Safe Lead

GIL11 1.1oz Inline X-Safe Lead

GIL15 1.5oz Inline X-Safe Lead

GIL2 2oz Inline X-Safe Lead

4,19 € 4,59 € 3,29 € 3,29 €
3,99 € 5,99 € 3,99 €3,29 € 4,19 € 4,69 € 3,29 €4,19 €4,69 €
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 CATAPULTS

ORIGINAL CATAPULT* 
- 1 per pack

The Original Pult is the perfect all rounder because 
strong elastic runs through the remarkable hollow 
frame of the catapult, allowing the elastics to be 
tensioned across six different pegging positions along 
the frame. This allows you to vary the tension in the 
elastic to hit a variety of ranges with consistency 
throughout your session. 

LIGHT CATAPULT*
 - 1 per pack

The Light Pult has all the same technical features of 
the Original, but is much more delicate and has been 
designed primarily for pole fishing. As a result, it’s 
perfect for grouping light baits tightly at up to 20m. 

INCREDIBLE PULT* 
- 1 per pack

The Incredible Pult is, as the name suggests, is 
perfect for baiting tightly at long range. As well as the 
catapults themselves, we also produce a full range 
of spares, including elastics and pouches. With the 
distance ‘pult, the elastic is extra strong and durable 
and the rugged frame has a special, non-twist design 
to improve accuracy and longevity.

CODE DESCRIPTION

GCTP1 Original Catapult

CODE DESCRIPTION

GCTPS Original Catapult Spare Elastic

CODE DESCRIPTION

GCTPP Original Catapult Pouch

CODE DESCRIPTION

GCTP2 Light Catapult

CODE DESCRIPTION

GCTPLS Light Catapult Spare Elastic

CODE DESCRIPTION

GIP Incredible Pult

CODE DESCRIPTION

GIPP Incredible Pult Spare Elastic

ORIGINAL CATAPULT 
SPARE ELASTIC* - 1 per pack

Spare high grade catapult elastic for the Original 
Catapult. The most versitile of the range is perfect for 
all styles of fishing and baits.

ORIGINAL CATAPULT 
SPARE POUCH* - 1 per pack

Spare mesh pouch for the Original Catapult.

LIGHT CATAPULT 
SPARE ELASTIC* - 1 per pack

Spare high grade catapult elastic for the Light 
Catapult. The lightest in the range is perfect strength 
for smaller baits at shorter distances.

CODE DESCRIPTION

GCTPL  Light Catapult Spare Pouch

LIGHT CATAPULT 
SPARE POUCH* - 1 per pack

Spare mesh pouch for the Light Catapult.

INCREDIBLE PULT 
SPARE ELASTIC* - 1 per pack

Spare high grade catapult elastic for the Incredible 
Pult. The heaviest in the range is ideal for catpulting 
bigger baits at longer distances.

CODE DESCRIPTION

GIPE Incredible Pult Spare Pouch

INCREDIBLE PULT 
SPARE POUCH* - 1 per pack

Spare mesh pouch for the Incredible Pult.

*Not available in the Netherlands

*Not available in the Netherlands

*Not available in the Netherlands

*Not available in the Netherlands

*Not available in the Netherlands

*Not available in the Netherlands

*Not available in the Netherlands

*Not available in the Netherlands

*Not available in the Netherlands

12,99 €9,99 €  9,99 €
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N-GAUGE 

N-Gauge is a Japanese premium quality extra strong mono, which is accurately 
rated in diameter and breaking strain. Designed for feeder hooklengths and pole 
rigs for commercial carping and top level competition fishing.

PURE FLUOROCARBON  

This high spec fluorocarbon is virtually invisible in water, has excellent knot 
strength and an extremely low diameter. Use for tying hooklengths or as a pole line 
to give your presentation the highest level of subtlety and finesse. 
The larger diameter Pure is perfect for fast sinking leaders.

DRAG LINE  

Drag-Line is an extra strong, super abrasion resistant 
monofilament reel line designed to cope with the 
demands of modern tactics and heavy
duty fishing.

PULSE 8 BRAID       
 

Pulse8 is a top quality eight carrier braid main line - 
eight carrier means it’s produced used eight tightly 
woven fine strands, rather than the more usual four, 
creating a supple, ultra thin, super strong braid. 
Perfect for feeder or bomb fishing when feel and 
direct contact is vital, it’s the ultimate distance casting 
braid too. 

PULSE LINE 

Pulse line takes advantage of the latest line technology 
with low-stretch and high abrasion resistance coupled 
with great casting and sinking properties to create 
the ultimate mono main line. Great for both feeder 
and waggler fishing, Pulse comes on 300m spools 
with a marker at 150m for accurate re-spooling.

CODE DESCRIPTION

GDL4 4lb 0.20 -250m

GDL6 6lb 0.25 -250m

GDL8 8lb 0.27 -250m

GDL10     10lb 0.30 -250m

CODE DESCRIPTION

GPUL3 3lb 0.16mm -300m

GPUL4 4lb 0.18mm -300m

GPUL5 5lb 0.21mm -300m

GPUL6 6lb 0.22mm -300m

GPUL8 8lb 0.25mm -300m

GPUL10   10lb 0.28mm -300m

CODE DESCRIPTION

GPULB8 0.08 -150m

GPULB10 0.10 -150m

GPULB12 0.12 -150m

CODE  DESCRIPTION

GFC08 1lb 0.08mm -50m

GFC10 1.8lb 0.10mm -50m

GFC12 2.6lb 0.12mm -50m

GFC14 3.4lb 0.14mm -50m

GFC16 4lb 0.16mm -50m

CODE  DESCRIPTION

GFC18 4.6lb 0.18mm -50m

GFC20 5.1lb 0.20mm -50m

GFC22 5.8lb 0.22mm -50m

GFC25 7lb 0.25mm -50m

GFC30 10lb 0.30mm -50m

CODE DESCRIPTION

GNG11 3lb 0.11mm -100m

GNG13 4lb 0.13mm -100m

GNG15 5lb 0.15mm -100m

GNG17 6lb 0.17mm -100m

GNG19 7lb 0.19mm -100m

CODE DESCRIPTION

GNG22 9lb 0.22mm -100m

GNG25    12lb 0.25mm -100m
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*Not available in the Netherlands

*Not available in the Netherlands

*Not available in the Netherlands

6,99 € 8,95 €
8,99 € 13,49 € 29,95 €  
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RIG BOX - 1 per pack

The Guru Rig Box is the ultimate rig storage solution, 
holding over 200 rigs. It comes complete with EVA 
spools and 20 Guru pins. This universal system can 
be used for feeder, bomb, pellet waggler, pole and 
float hook lengths, hair rigs, booms, leaders, zigs and 
chods.

SPARE SPOOLS - 1 per pack

Perfect for storing feeder, bomb, pellet waggler, pole 
and float hook lengths, hair rigs, booms, leaders, zigs 
and chods.

RIG CASE - 1 per pack

The Rig Case has been designed so that the angler 
can organise and store pre-tied hook lengths of 
between 3”-6” in the small rig case and 6”-12” in the 
large. It has a magnetic locking system and water-
resistant seal, which ensure that hook lengths are 
stored in optimum condition. 

CODE DESCRIPTION

GRB Rig Box

CODE DESCRIPTION

GPB Punch Box

CODE DESCRIPTION

GB18 18 Litre Bucket

CODE DESCRIPTION

GRBS Spare Spools

CODE DESCRIPTION

GPS Punch Set

CODE DESCRIPTION

GRC Small

GRCL Large

PUNCH BOX - 1 per pack

The Punch Box perfect solution to the problem of 
keeping bread and meat baits fresh along with an 
effective way of punching out hook baits.

18 LITRE BUCKET - 1 per pack

This is an 18 litre groundbait bucket that comes 
complete with a FOC Lid! Manufactured from heavy 
duty plastic.

PUNCH SET- 1 per pack

The Punch Set contains one of each size Push Punch 
(6mm, 8mm, 10mm and 12mm). The Push Punches 
have been custom designed to release bait with 
minimal effort.

CODE DESCRIPTION

GRPF Front Reaper Rest

GRPB Reaper Rest

CODE DESCRIPTION

GBS1 1 Pint Bait Strainer

GBS3 3.3 Pint Bait Strainer

REAPER RESTS - 1 per pack

The front rest features grippy rubber overmould and 
adjustable, double-ended arms to retain the rod. The 
rear rest has been designed to keep the rod on the 
rest during the most powerful of bites.

BAIT BOXES - 1 per pack

The two larger tubs have perforated lids and the 
smaller version is available with solid and perforated 
lids.  

BAIT STRAINER - 1 per pack

To soak pellets, simply insert the Bait Strainer into a 
Guru Bait Box, pour in bait and cover with water.
After soaking, lift the Bait Strainer from the box
and leave to stand for 10 minutes.
Your pellets will then be ready to use.

 ACCESSORIES

CODE DESCRIPTION

GBB1 1 Pint  

GBBSL1 1 Pint (solid lid)

GBB2 2.2 Pint  

GBB3 3.3 Pint

15,99 € 5,49 € 12,49 €28,95 € 13,99 € 9,99 €
18,99 €9,99 € 3,59 €
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CODE DESCRIPTION

GSLM Medium Sprinkle Lids

GSLL Large Sprinkle Lids

CODE DESCRIPTION

GPPS Small

GPPM Medium 

GPPL Large

GPPX XL
POLE POTS - 2 per pack

We’ve designed a range of pole pots, from scratch, to address the shortcomings of the ones we 
had to use previously! Our range includes small, medium and large pots. The small ones have special 
sprinkle lids for quick-and-easy loading. One of the small pots has specially configured holes in it, to allow 
easy baiting with pellets and other soft baits, and one without holes for use with maggots. The medium 
and large pots come with two lid choices in a pack, one with a narrow lip for use with maggots and 
meat, and one with a wider lip, which is perfect for drip-feeding pellets. The pots are made from super-
light, two-tone plastic, which makes for easy shipping and won’t spook fish! Finally, the clever, X-Soft 
fitting will accept a range of top kits, of different diameters, without damaging the pole. 
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RAPID RELEASE POLE 
CUPS - 3 cups per pack

Rapid release Pole Cups feature 3x pole cups and 1x 
pole connector, the vented cups to stop bait sticking 
and the flat front aids scooping through bait. These 
super quick release cups are perfect for groundbait, 
maggots, pellets and all other baits. We recommend 
the pole connector is fitted internally for extra 
strength.

QUICK LOAD SPRINKLE 
LIDS  - 2 per pack

Due to the popularity of the sprinkle lid featured on the 
small pole pots we have created sprinkle lids for both 
the medium and large pots which can be purchased 
separately. They are suitable for fishing with maggots 
or pellets and enable you to easily load your bait 
without removing the lid. 

BAIT UMBRELLA - 1 per pack     
 

This bespoke bait brolly packs down so small that 
you’d hardly notice it, until you need it! It’s just the 
right size to cover most side trays and, thanks to an 
adjustable central pole, it can be tilted down to give 
supreme coverage if the weather is really bad!

REAPER POLE SEC-
TION RETAINER - 1 per pack 

The Reaper Pole Section Retainer is the ultimate in 
pole section storage.
Unique in possessing three separate pole retaining 
options – two pole socks and a middle, ‘tulip’ grip. It 
will house anything from a no4 section up to a 16m 
section. Pole Socks are both set at the optimum 
depth for easy storage of sections and thew frame is 
coated in pole-friendly EVA foam.

CODE DESCRIPTION

GRPS Reaper Pole Section Retainer

CODE DESCRIPTION

GB1 Bait Umbrella

CODE DESCRIPTION

GRRC Rapid Release Pole Cups

11,99 € 15,99 € 65 €
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CODE DESCRIPTION

GSN Speedmesh Needle

CODE DESCRIPTION

GBYT Bait Bayonets

CODE DESCRIPTION

GSS Speedstops

CODE DESCRIPTION

GLC Micro Lead Clip

CODE DESCRIPTION

GSSN Speedstops with Needle

CODE DESCRIPTION

GBN Baiting Needle

SPEEDMESH NEEDLE
 - 1 per pack

Designed for threading hooklengths through PVA 
bags or sticks. The gate-latch mechanism allows the 
hooklength loop to be positioned inside the clasp and 
pulled through PVA sticks.

BAIT BAYONETS - 20 per pack

Bayonets make baiting super fast and are ideal for 
boilies, soft pellets, meat and artificial baits. The 
unique design helps grip the bait, and the large eye 
allows them to be used with heavy lines.

SPEEDSTOPS - 36 per pack

Guru Speed Stops cut down baiting time, removing 
the need for bait stops. The speed stops are tied 
directly to the hair rig and are of a low diameter, 
preventing damage to baits. Ideal for drilled pellets, 
soft pellets, meat, corn, boilies and worms.

MICRO LEAD CLIP - 10 per pack

The design of this lead clip ensures that your feeder 
or lead can be released from your setup should it 
become tethered. Guru Micro Lead Clips prevent 
tangles and will help you land more fish as a result.

SPEEDSTOPS 
WITH NEEDLE

The Speedstop system allows ultra-quick mounting of 
drilled pellets, soft pellets, corn luncheon meat, boilies 
and worms onto the hair rig.

SUPER FINE 
BAITING NEEDLE - 1 per pack

The concealed barb and fine tapered point prevents 
damage to delicate baits, while the flared handle 
allows pressure to be applied easily.

  TERMINAL TACKLE

PVA SPEEDMESH SYSTEM 
- 1 per pack

A super-fast-melt PVA mesh system designed to be 
used with a vast array of baits that melts without any 
residue. The system comes with an ergonomically 
shaped scoop-top tube, which ensures easy loading 
of any bait and a plunger to tightly compact smaller 
particle baits.

PVA SPEED MESH REFILL 
(5M) - 1 per pack

A super-fast-melt PVA mesh system designed to be 
used with a vast array of baits that melts without any 
residue. The system comes with an ergonomically 
shaped scoop-top tube, which ensures easy loading 
of any bait and a plunger to tightly compact smaller 
particle baits.

PELLET CONES

This pack includes three cones, plus a super-fine 
baiting needle. Guru Pellet Cones are the ultimate way 
to present a small, compact pile of feed around your 
hook bait. This tangle-free presentation is ideal for use 
with small softened feed pellets as well as groundbait.

CODE DESCRIPTION

GSMS PVA Speedmesh System

CODE DESCRIPTION

GSMR PVA Speedmesh Refill

CODE DESCRIPTION

GPC Pellet Cones

13,99 € 8,49 € 4,99 €
3,69 € 1,89 € 3,89 €

2,99 € 5,69 € 3,69 €
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CODE DESCRIPTION

GBB Micro Bait Bands 4mm

G2BB Micro Bait Bands 2mm

CODE DESCRIPTION

GBD Bait Drill

CODE DESCRIPTION

GRS Rig Scissors

CODE DESCRIPTION

GSB Speed Bead

CODE DESCRIPTION

GHS Yellow, Red, Brown

MICRO BAIT BANDS 
- 100 per pack (approx)

Guru Bait Bands allow you to fish hard hook baits with 
confidence. When attached to a hair rig they enable 
you to present hard pellets.

BAIT DRILL - 1 per pack

The Guru bait drill has been designed to make drilling 
hard baits, like pellets and tough boilies, child’s play. 
Rather than twisting the handle of the drill, the team 
designed a drill that allows the bait itself to be twisted 
onto the bit.

RIG SCISSORS - 1 per pack

Featuring fluorescent coloured handles making them 
easy to locate in your rig box. Stainless steel blades 
ensure they’ll stand the test for time.

SPEED BEAD - 10 per pack

This ingenious little bead has been designed solely 
to help you put more fish in your net, quicker. They 
comprise a rubber outer bead, against which your 
feeder or bomb can come to rest, with an internal, 
quick-change swivel.

MICRO HAIR STOPS
 - 1 per pack

Mixed packs of brown, red and yellow stops allow the 
angler to match the colour to the chosen hook bait, 
giving you the edge when targeting wary fish.

SUPER TIGHT LINE STOPS 
- 12 per pack

Multi-purpose, compact line stops that have a super 
tight fit on low diameter lines. Ideal for use with feeder 
and float setups or as back stops.
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CODE DESCRIPTION

GLSS Small

GLSM Medium

CODE DES

GLSL Large

MICRO SHOT 
 

Produced for Guru by ZLT, we can ensure consistent quality with shot being evenly 
cut so they sit neatly on the line enabling perfect presentation. The shot can be 
placed onto line and easily moved without worry of damaging or weakening the line. 
The packaging sits neatly in a tackle box, and features a clip open lid attached to 
the main tub.

POLE ELASTIC CONNECTORS - 1 per pack

Guru Pole Elastic Connectors give the perfect elastic to rig connection and are 
ideal for all types of pole elastic. The coated braid ‘kicks’ the pole rig away from the 
pole tip to eliminate tangles. Internal bore of the bead locks elastic knot securely in 
place and the bead also doubles as the perfect puller bead. Five beads to coated 
braid per pack come in sizes small, medium and large. 

CODE    DESCRIPTION

GMSR8    No.8

GMSR9    No.9

GMSR10    No.10

GMSR11    No.11

GMSR12    No.12

CODE    DESCRIPTION

GECS   Small
GECM   Medium
GECL   Large

3,29 € 6,59 €
6,99 € 4,59 € 2,99 € 4,49 € 3,49 € 2,99 €
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CODE DESCRIPTION

GST Silicone Tubing

CODE DESCRIPTION

GPP Pellet Pliers

CODE DESCRIPTION

GDVDS5 Season 5

GDVDS6 Season 6

0.3 SILICONE TUBING

Super-fine silicone tubing for enhancing bait 
presentations when using hair rigs. The 0.3mm 
internal bore is designed to grip the shank of hooks as 
small as size 20 to give optimum presentation.

PELLET PLIERS - 1 per pack 

Designed to make the fiddly process of banding your 
bait effortless, you simply place a bait band over the 
nibs at the end of the pliers and squeeze the easy-grip 
handles until the band is stretched wide enough to 
accept your chosen bait. Once in position, release the 
pressure from the handles to leave the band gripping 
the bait. Can be used with any size bait bands, 2mm-
plus, and any sort of bait.

FISHING GURUS - 1 per pack

Join Dean Macey and an array of star guests, as 
they fish some of the UK’s most exciting waters. Each 
show is brimming with fish catching action, top tips, 
expert advice and secret edges.

CODE DESCRIPTION

GPL10 10g

GPL20 20g

GPL30 30g

PLUMMETS - 2 per pack

Guru Inline Plummets feature a unique design for 
unrivalled accuracy when feature and depth finding.
The plummets are designed so the line goes straight 
through the middle of the plummets axis, allowing 
anglers to find the depth with millimetre accuracy.

CODE DESCRIPTION

GSLS Size 11 Snap Link + Swivel

CODE DESCRIPTION

GWA Waggler Adaptor

CODE DESCRIPTION

GHT Hand Towell

RIG SYSTEM SWIVEL 
- 10 per pack

Infinite rolling barrel, extra-tough Rig System Swivel 
designed to be used in conju nction with the entire 
Guru range. The anti-corrosion black-nickel-plated 
finish is incredibly hard wearing.

ROD BANDS  - 2 per pack

Soft, stretchy neoprene bands, which provide 
protection for your rods in transit. The velcro 
fastening ensures secure hold with fast release and 
their bright colour keeps your rods visible in all light 
conditions. Essential for protecting tackled-up rods.

SNAP LINK + SWIVEL 
 - 10 per pack

High-quality size-11 snap links and swivels allow the 
angler to change feeders or hook links in seconds. 
Finished with an anti-glare coating.

PELLET WAGGLER 
ADAPTOR - 10 per pack

The Micro swivel creates a neat link to main line and 
the large looped clasp makes attaching float quick 
and easy. The looped clasp allows the waggler to sit 
correctly on the adaptor, making for a straighter, 
more accurate cast.

HAND TOWELL - 1 per pack

A soft hand towel manufactured in vibrant Guru 
orange featuring the Guru logo.

CODE DESCRIPTION

GS11 Size 11 Rig System Swivel

CODE DESCRIPTION

GNRB 1.5m - 0.3 Bore

 TERMINAL TACKLE2,99 € 3,49 € 3,29 €
3,29 € 8,99 € 9,99 €

6,59 € 5,25 € 19,99 €
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 WAGGLERS

CODE DESCRIPTION

GBW6 6g

GBW8 8g

GBW10 10g

13mm LOADED PELLET WAGGLER
 - 1 per pack

13mm Loaded Pellet Waggler is flighted to assist stable and accurate casting and the 
disk shaped base weight stops the float from diving. Produced in high quality 13mm 
balsa wood. Best suited for big lakes and reservoirs.

CODE DESCRIPTION

GW10 10g

GW12 12g

GW14 14g 

10mm LOADED PELLET 
WAGGLER - 1 per pack

10mm Loaded Pellet Waggler is flighted to assist 
stable and accurate casting and the disk shaped base 
weight stops the float from diving. Produced in high 
quality 10mm balsa wood. Natural Balsa finish avoids 
spooking fish. 10mm Loaded Pellet Wagglers are 
made from very light high grade balsa, we advise use 
with care.

CODE DESCRIPTION

GWC3 3.2g (2SSG)

GWC4 4.4g (3SSG)

GWC6 6.5g (4SSG)

WAGGLER 
CONVERTERS - 2 per pack

For easy shotting of unloaded floats, insert the 
waggler base peg into the soft sleeve for a secure 
fitting. Use Guru Waggler Adaptors and Super 
Tight Line Stops to swap easily from a loaded to 
an unloaded float. Ideal for use with Guru Foam 
Wagglers, and all other unloaded floats.

CODE DESCRIPTION

GFW2 3.2g (2SSG)

GFW3 4.4g (3SSG)

GFW4 6.5g (4SSG)

FOAM PELLET 
WAGGLER - 2 per pack

Un-weighted Foam Wagglers designed to make 
minimum disturbance. Flights aid stable and 
accurate casting. Manufactured in high-
density foam to produce a super buoyant 
float and finished in Gurus ‘surface camo’. For 
use with Guru Waggler Converters. Use Guru 
Waggler Adaptors and Super Tight Line Stops to 
swap easily from a loaded to an unloaded float.
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5,95 €
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 READY RIGS

CODE DESCRIPTION

GRR005 Size 10

GRR006 Size 12

GRR007 Size 14

GRR008 Size 16  

15” MWG (SPEED STOP)
- 8 per pack

•  Traditional, longer ready-tied feeder rigs
•  Featuring the strong, sharp MWG pattern
•  Tied with the innovative Speed Stop bait   
   attachment, for quick baiting with soft baits
•  Tied with renowned N-Gauge hook link material

4” MWG (LOOP) - 8 per pack

•  Designed by the Guru team specifically for       
method fishing
•  Featuring the strong, sharp MWG hook
•  Tied with a standard hair loop for boilie and pellet  
   fishing
•  Tied with renowned N-Gauge hook link material

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GMHR16   Size 16

GMHR14   Size 14

GMHR12   Size 12

GMHR10   Size 10

15” MWG (LOOP) - 8 per pack

•  Traditional, longer ready-tied feeder rigs
•  Featuring the strong, sharp MWG pattern
•  Tied with a standard hair loop for boilie and pellet  
   fishing
•  Ideal for straight bomb, feeder or waggler work

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GFHR16   Size 16

GFHR14   Size 14

GFHR12   Size 12

GFHR10   Size 10

4” MWG (SPEED STOP)
- 8 per pack

•  Designed by the Guru team specifically for       
method fishing
•  Featuring the strong, sharp MWG hook
•  Tied with the innovative Speed Stop bait   
   attachment, for quick baiting with soft baits
•  Tied with renowned N-Gauge hook link material

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GR001   Size 10

GR002   Size 12

GR003   Size 14

GR004   Size 16

4” MWG (BAYONET) 
- 8 per pack

•  Designed by the Guru team specifically for       
method fishing
•  Featuring the strong, sharp MWG hook
•  Bayonet attachment makes for speedy baiting  
   with mini boilies
•  Tied with renowned N-Gauge hook link material

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GRR017   Size 10

GRR018   Size 12

GRR019   Size 14

GRR020   Size 16

15” MWG (BAYONET) 
- 8 per pack

•  Traditional, longer ready-tied feeder rigs
•  Featuring the strong, sharp MWG pattern
•  Bayonet attachment makes for speedy baiting  
   with mini boilies
•  Tied with renowned N-Gauge hook link material

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GRR021   Size 10

GRR022   Size 12

GRR023   Size 14

GRR024   Size 16

3,69 € 3,69 € 3,69 €
3,69 € 3,69 € 3,69 €
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CODE DESCRIPTION

GRR029 Size 10

GRR030 Size 12

GRR031 Size 14

GRR032 Size 16  

15” QM1 (SPEED STOP)
- 8 per pack

•  Traditional, longer ready-tied feeder rigs
•  Featuring the radical QM1 hook
•  Tied with the innovative Speed Stop bait   
   attachment, for quick baiting with soft baits
•  Supplied on EVA spools that fit into the Guru Rig  
   Box

CODE DESCRIPTION

GRR033 Size 12

GRR034 Size 14

GRR035 Size 16

GRR036 Size 18  

4” QM1 (BAIT BANDS)
- 8 per pack

•  Designed by the Guru team specifically for       
method fishing
•  Featuring the radical QM1 hook
•  Bait band attachment is great for use with   
   pellets, or soft baits like meat and corn
•  Tied with renowned N-Gauge hook link material

CODE DESCRIPTION

GRR037 Size 12

GRR038 Size 14

GRR039 Size 16

GRR040 Size 18  

15” QM1 (BAIT BANDS)
- 8 per pack

•  Designed by the Guru team specifically for       
method fishing
•  Featuring the radical QM1 hook
•  Bait band attachment is great for use with   
   pellets, or soft baits like meat and corn
•  Tied with renowned N-Gauge hook link material

4” QM1 (SPEED STOP)
- 8 per pack

•  Designed by the Guru team specifically for       
method fishing
•  Featuring the radical QM1 hook
•  Tied with the innovative Speed Stop bait   
   attachment, for quick baiting with soft baits
•  Tied with renowned N-Gauge hook link material

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GRR025   Size 10

GRR026   Size 12

GRR027   Size 14

GRR028   Size 16
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4” QM1 (BAYONET) 
- 8 per pack

•  Designed by the Guru team specifically for       
method fishing
•  Featuring the radical QM1 hook
•  Bayonet attachment makes for speedy baiting  
   with mini boilies
•  Tied with renowned N-Gauge hook link material

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GRR041   Size 10

GRR042   Size 12

GRR043   Size 14

GRR044   Size 16

15” QM1 (BAYONET)
- 8 per pack

•  Traditional, longer ready-tied feeder rigs
•  Featuring the radical QM1 hook
•  Bayonet attachment makes for speedy baiting  
   with mini boilies
•  Tied with renowned N-Gauge hook link material

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GRR045   Size 10

GRR046   Size 12

GRR047   Size 14

GRR048   Size 16

4,99 € 4,99 € 4,99 €
5,99 € 5,99 € 5,99 €
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 READY RIGS

1M LWGF FEEDER 
SPECIAL - 8 per pack

•  Perfect for natural fishing with cage feeders
•  Spade end Light Wide Gape Feeder hook pattern
•  Tied with the innovative Speed Stop bait   
   attachment, for quick baiting with soft baits
•  Supplied on an EVA spool which will fit neatly into  
   the Guru Rig Box

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GRR049   Size 10

GRR050   Size 12

GRR051   Size 14

GRR052   Size 16

GRR053   Size 18

GRR054   Size 20

CODE DESCRIPTION

GRR013 Size 12

GRR014 Size 14

GRR015 Size 16

GRR016 Size 18  

15” PELLET WAGGLER RIG
 - 8 per pack

•  Ready-tied rig for Pellet Waggler work
•  Featuring the strong, sharp Pellet Waggler hook
•  Tied with a bait band for pellet fishing
•  Tied with renowned N-Gauge hook link material

CODE DESCRIPTION

GR009 Size 12

GR010 Size 14

GR011 Size 16

GR012 Size 18  

4” MWG (BAIT BANDS)
- 8 per pack

•  Designed by the Guru team specifically for       
method fishing
•  Featuring the strong, sharp MWG hook
•  Bait band attachment is great for use with   
   pellets, or soft baits like meat and corn
•  Tied with renowned N-Gauge hook link material

3,69 € 3,69 € 5,69 € 
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CODE DESCRIPTION

GRR055 Size 14

GRR056 Size 16

GRR057 Size 18

GRR058 Size 20  

GRR059 Size 22

6” F1 PELLET - 8 per pack

•  Spade end for perfect presentation when pole  
  fishing
•  PTFE coating gives low-glare finish and adds    
durability 
•  Tied at a versatile six inches in length 
•  Tied with renowned N-Gauge hook link material

CODE DESCRIPTION

GRR060 Size 12

GRR061 Size 14

GRR062 Size 16

GRR063 Size 18

GRR064 Size 20  

6” LWGS - 8 per pack

•  Lightweight, strong hooks that are great for pole  
  fishing
•  Spade end for perfect presentation
•  Tied at a versatile six inches in length 
•  Tied with renowned N-Gauge hook link material
•  Great for all fish up to match-sized carp

CODE DESCRIPTION

GRR065 Size 10

GRR066 Size 12

GRR067 Size 14

GRR068 Size 16

GRR069 Size 18  

6” XS CARP - 8 per pack

•  Extra wide gape and long, durable point
•  Strong hooks that are great for pole fishing when  
  fishing for big fish, especially carp
•  Tied at a versatile six inches in length 
•  Tied with renowned N-Gauge hook link material

6” SUPER LWG (MICRO 
BAIT BANDS) - 8 per pack

•  Perfectly tied eyed hook complete with banded  
   hair rig
•  PTFE coating gives low-glare finish and adds    
durability 
•  Tied at a versatile six inches in length
•  Tied with renowned N-Gauge hook link material

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GRR070   Size 12

GRR071   Size 14

GRR072   Size 16

GRR073   Size 18

GRR074   Size 20
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S4,29 € 4,29 € 4,29 €
4,95 €
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CODE DESCRIPTION

GLG09 150

150 - 1 per pack

Shallow durable design, makes Fusion 150 perfect for 
storing all end tackle. It’s an excellent size for the safe 
storage of feeders and all feeder accessories.

600 BAIT PRO - 1 per pack

The Fusion 600 Bait Pro will protect your bait from 
the elements, keeping it in excellent condition. Inside is 
the smaller 500 Bait Pro which is the perfect vessel 
for holding additional groundbait, pellets or maggots 
during your session. 

CODE DESCRIPTION

GLG02 800

800 - 1 per pack

With eight litres of space, the 800 can hold up to six 
Large Rig Cases, or three Large Rig Cases and two 
Rig Boxes. Anglers who use longer hook lengths a 
lot will appreciate the 800 with its massive storage 
capacity. 

CODE DESCRIPTION

GLG08 110

110 - 1 per pack

Shallow durable design, makes Fusion 110 perfect 
for storing all end tackle. It’s an excellent size for safe 
storage of all pole accessories. 

CODE DESCRIPTION

GLG01 400

400 - 1 per pack

The 400 can comfortably store up to six Small Rig 
Cases, three Small Rig Cases and one Rig box, or a 
multitude of small to medium size tackle items with its 
generous four-litre capacity. 

CODE DESCRIPTION

GLG06 300 Bait Pro

300 BAIT PRO - 1 per pack

Whilst the 300 Bait Pro follows the same format with 
two open-topped bowls that stack into each other. 
Both bowls fit into the 400 Bait Pro to save space.

CODE DESCRIPTION

GLG07 210

210 - 1 per pack

Perfect for storing a wide range of end tackle such 
as pole pots, feeders, leads, baiting needles and pellet 
wagglers, the 210 is also the perfect size to house a 
one-pint Guru Bait Box.

CODE DESCRIPTION

GLG03 420

420 - 1 per pack

The 800’s small brother, the 420 can hold up to 
three Large Rig Cases or three Small Rig Cases and 
one Rig Box. The elongated shape is great for sliding 
into carryalls when space is at a premium!

CODE DESCRIPTION

GLG05 400 Bait Pro

400 BAIT PRO - 1 per pack

The Bait Pro luggage is designed to be the ultimate 
bait storage system, keeping a wide range of baits 
fresh and in perfect condition. The 400 Bait Pro 
consists of a larger lidded bowl with a smaller open-
topped bowl (the 300) housed inside. 

CODE DESCRIPTION

GLG04 Catapult

CATAPULT - 1 per pack

Designed to store all sizes of Guru catapults (up 
to eight in total), it’ll also house spare elastics and 
pouches with the tinted, waterproof lid keeping 
everything in perfect condition. 

CODE    DESCRIPTION
GLG013    600 Bait Pro

 FUSION 23,99 €12,95 € 13,50 € 12,95 €
15,95 € 22,95 € 16,95 €

15,95 € 20,95 € 12,95 €
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CODE DESCRIPTION

GKN25 2.5m Silver Match

GKN3 3m Carp Match

GKN4 4m International Match

KEEPNETS - 1 per pack

Guru keepnets come in a choice of 2.5m Silver Match, 3m Carp Match, or 4m International Match 
designs to cover a range of situations and species, and they’re all built to last for many seasons. The 
rings are weighted to ensure that the net sinks properly and remains stretched out, and there is an 
external sleeve to protect the net from wear around the rings, one of the areas that has traditionally 
always been weakest and the first to wear out. A fish-friendly super soft mesh has been used so that you 
can look after your catch as much as possible, and a dark finish helps to keep the fish calm whilst they 
are in the net. An over-sized top ring has been used to make it as easy, and quick, as possible to put fish 
in it with the landing net, with a screw thread that can be adjusted to any angle for perfect positioning. 
When it comes to retrieving your catch at the end of the session, smaller lower rings (the bottom three) 
allow you to pull the rings through to help to get the fish out for weighing in or returning them.
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SPEED 400 - 1 per pack

The Speed 400 net has a 6mm mesh to make them incredibly manoeuvrable 
through the water. 

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GLNS40   Speed 400

COMPETITION 500 - 1 per pack

The Competition 500 has the finest mesh at 2mm and is perfect for hair-rigged 
baits as they can’t get caught in the mesh, destroying your rig.

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GLNC50   COmpetition 500

SPEED 500 - 1 per pack

The Speed 500 net has a 6mm mesh to make them incredibly manoeuvrable 
through the water. 

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GLNS50   Speed 500

DUEL 550 - 1 per pack

The Dual 550, the biggest is the range. Offering the best of both, with a 6mm 
mesh body for ease of netting, but with a 2mm mesh base for fish comfort.

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GLND55   Duel 550

18,90 € 19,90 €17,90 € 19,90 €
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BLACK POLO - 1 per pack

Constructed using a lightweight Dry Kore material that offers amazing fast-drying 
properties, they’re designed to keep the angler fresh and well ventilated whatever 
the weather. 

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GCL025   S

GCL026   M

GCL027   L

GCL028   XL

GCL029   XXL

GCL030   XXXL

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GCL055   S

GCL056   M

GCL057   L

GCL058   XL

GCL059   XXL

GCL060   XXXL

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GCL079   S

GCL080   M

GCL081   L

GCL082   XL

GCL083   XXL

GCL084   XXXL

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GCL049   S

GCL050   M

GCL051   L

GCL052   XL

GCL053   XXL

GCL054   XXXL
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BRUSH LOGO RED TEE - 1 per pack

An all-natural, lightweight T-shirt that’s super soft against your skin and totally 
breathable. Texturised slub jersey t-shirt featuring an on-brand brushed version of 
our logo

OFFSET LOGO TEE WHITE - 1 per pack

An all-natural, lightweight T-shirt that’s super soft against your skin and totally 
breathable. The Guru Offset T-Shirt is made from 100% cotton, with a ‘peach’ 
finish, that gives a soft feel, thanks to its velvety texture.

BRUSH LOGO TEE - 1 per pack

An all-natural, lightweight T-shirt that’s super soft against your skin and totally 
breathable. The Guru Brush Logo T-Shirt is made from 100% cotton, with a 
‘peach’ finish, that gives a soft feel, thanks to its velvety texture.

34,99 € 27,95 €
24,95 €
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BRUSH LOGO HOODY - 1 per pack

Our stylish logo hoodies are made from 320gsm fleece jersey material to get that 
warm, cosy feel. The kangaroo pouch at the front houses gadget compartments 
for your phone and other essentials.

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GCL013   S

GCL014   M

GCL015   L

GCL016   XL

GCL017   XXL

GCL018   XXXL

GAMMA HOODY - 1 per pack

The material and fitting follow the original Guru hoodie design with a cross-over 
front collar, double hood for keeping the draft out and ribbed underarm panels to 
enhance upper body movement.

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GCL037   S

GCL038   M

GCL039   L

GCL040   XL

GCL041   XXL

GCL042   XXXL

BETA HOODNAVY - 1 per pack

The material and fitting follow the original Guru hoodie design with a cross-over 
front collar, double hood for keeping the draft out and ribbed underarm panels to 
enhance upper body movement.

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GCL031   S

GCL032   M

GCL033   L

GCL034   XL

GCL035   XXL

GCL036   XXXL

BLACK LIGHTWEIGHT HOODY - 1 per pack

These lightweight hoodies have been designed with both tailoring and flexibility in 
mind. They’re made from a cotton/polyester/spandex mix that’s light, stretchy 
and washes well.

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GCL067   S

GCL068   M

GCL069   L

GCL070   XL

GCL071   XXL

GCL072   XXXL

 CLOTHING

49,95 € 49,95 €
49,95 € 45,00 €
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GREY LIGHTWEIGHT HOODY - 1 per pack

These lightweight hoodies are made from a cotton/polyester/spandex mix that’s 
light, stretchy and washes well. Featuring a lightweight pullover style featuring a 
storm guard collar and safe compartments inside the kangaroo pocket.

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GCL085   S

GCL086   M

GCL087   L

GCL088   XL

GCL089   XXL

GCL090   XXXL

BLACK ZIP HOODY - 1 per pack

Using a medium weight loop-back jersey offering a dry comfortable touch to the 
skin, an ideal all year round mid-layer. 

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GCL097   S

GCL098   M

GCL099   L

GCL100   XL

GCL101   XXL

GCL102   XXXL

49,95 € 45,00 €
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 CLOTHING

BLACK JOGGERS - 1 per pack

These black, fitted joggers have combat style detailing 
and a brushed-fleece finish. They are made from a 
60/40 blend of cotton and polyester, which won’t 
absorb moisture, keeping you cool in the summer.

WATERPROOF SOCKS - 
1 per pack

Unlike other waterproof socks ours have the 
membrane sandwiched within the knitted structure, 
making them extra durable and fully waterproof.

GREY JOGGERS - 1 per pack

These new grey, fitted joggers have combat style 
detailing and a brushed-fleece finish. They are made 
from a 60/40 blend of cotton and polyester, which 
won’t absorb moisture, keeping you cool in the 
summer.

COMPETITION PRO 
SUNGLASSES - 1 per pack

Competition Pro polarising lenses cut surface glare, 
enhance depth perception and provide 100% UV 
protection. Showcasing super-light, durable nylon 
frames, they provide superb definition and contrast, 
making them ideal for spotting surface cruising fish 
on commercials, or exploring unknown stretches on 
river.

POLAR COMBATS - 1 per pack

These are the trousers to reach for when the 
temperature drops. They have a 120 gram-per-
square-metre polar-fleece lining from top to bottom, 
which keeps out the cold, right down to the very 
coldest temperatures.

SUNGLASSES 
LANYARD - 1 per pack

A soft comfortable lanyard with length adjuster in 
our on-brand colours, a great accessory to keep your 
specs safe.

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GCL061   S

GCL062   M

GCL063   L

GCL064   XL

GCL065   XXL

GCL066   XXXL

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GCL103   UK 7-9

GCL104   UK 10-12

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GCL091   S

GCL092   M

GCL093   L

GCL094   XL

GCL095   XXL

GCL096   XXXL

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GPG01   Competition Pro Sunglasses

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GCL073   S

GCL074   M

GCL075   L

GCL076   XL

GCL077   XXL

GCL078   XXXL

CODE   DESCRIPTION

G4DL   Lanyard

45,00 € 45,00 €
42,95 €
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GURU CAP - 1 per pack

A fashionable and distinctive cap that’ll help you stand 
out from the crowd and hit more bites, whether you’re 
match fishing or pleasure fishing.

CURVEBALL CAP - 1 per pack

This red and black cap is made from a combination of 
hardwearing twill and breathable pique fabric make it 
a good all-year round option. 

CLAW TRUCKER - 1 per pack

A mesh-back cap with understated nylon fabric and 
clean branding make this a good summer option.

BRUSH LOGO MESH 
CAP - 1 per pack

This cap is made from a mesh-back cap with 
understated nylon fabric and clean branding.

SHADOW CAP - 1 per pack

This cap was designed in conjunction with our Guru 
waterproof clothing in mind to complete the matching 
set.

REVERSIBLE BEANIE   
- 1 per pack

Orange on one side with GURU in white lettering. 
Black on the other with GURU in grey lettering.

VISOR BEANIE - 1 per pack

The Visor Beanie you get all the warmth of a beanie 
with the sun protection of a baseball cap.

BOBBLE BEANIE - 1 per pack

The Bobble Beanie is manufactured from an ultra-soft 
wool blend material. Designed to keep you warm even 
when the temperature drops sub zero.

SKULLCAP BEANIE - 1 per pack

The Skullcap Beanie features a soft fleece interior and 
a woven exterior with a mesh pattern and GURU logo 
in Orange.

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GBC01   Guru Cap

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GBC02   Curveball Cap

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GBC03   Claw Trucker

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GBC04   Brush Logo Mesh Cap

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GBC05   Shadow Cap

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GBH01   Reversible Beanie

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GBH02   Visor Beanie

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GBH03   Bobble Beanie

CODE   DESCRIPTION

GBH04   Skullcap Beanie
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12,99 € 12,99 € 12,99 €
12,99 € 12,99 €14,99 €
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UK Office

Tackle Guru Limited 
PO Box 6313, Basildon, Essex, SS14 0HW

Tel: 01268 522 417     Fax: 01268 522 436

European Office

Korda Europe Bv
PO 1148, 6466 NG Kerkrade, Netherlands

Tel: 0031 45 54 70 880   Fax: 0031 45 54 70 889




